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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted on May 13, 2013, to determine whether the

claimant sustained a compensable injury within the meaning of the Arkansas

workers’ compensation laws.

This claim has an extremely usual and complicated procedural history.

The claim has been the subject of three (3) prehearing conferences.  Although

the prior Prehearing Orders were not introduced at the hearing, a summary

of the procedural history is helpful in addressing the issues presented for
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determination.  Accordingly, a partial summary of the procedural history will

be set out below and copies of various Orders filed in this claim have been

blue-backed and made a part of the record herein.

The Commission file reflects that two (2) claim forms have been filed in

this case.  On or about December 30, 2011, the claimant, pro se, filed a

Commission Form AR-C requesting various benefits alleging multiple injuries

as the result of a work accident on August 21, 2011.  The claim form noted

that the claimant was in the process of retaining an attorney.  Accordingly, the

claim was not assigned to any Division of the Commission for assistance.  A

second Commission Form AR-C was filed by the claimant’s prior attorney on

January 11, 2012,reflecting an accident of August 21, 2011.  Again, multiple

injuries were claimed for the alleged August 21, 2011, incident.  No hearing

was requested at that time.  A hearing was requested on February 23, 2012,

at which time the claim was assigned to the Adjudication Division.  Prehearing

Questionnaires were sent to both parties.  Claimant’s attorney filed timely

prehearing responses.  The employer failed and/or refused to respond to

notices sent by this Commission. Next, on June 11, 2012, the claim was

scheduled for a prehearing telephone conference on June 27, 2012.  Because

the employer failed to respond to the Prehearing Questionnaire, the notice

was sent to the employer certified mail and was received as reflected by
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return receipt of certified mail with a delivery date of June 13, 2012.  The

receipt was signed by the employer simply as “SAM.”  The prehearing

conference was conducted as scheduled on June 27, 2012.  Respondents

appeared by and through Carrie Earnest, the deli manager for the employer

who was also the claimant’s immediate supervisor at the time of her alleged

injury.  During the prehearing conference, Ms. Earnest asserted that the

employer first became aware of the scheduled prehearing conference on June

26, 2012, despite the Commission file reflecting that notice of the conference

was delivered and signed by one “Sam” (last name unknown).  During the

prehearing conference, Ms. Earnest identified the owners of the uninsured

employer.  A second prehearing conference was scheduled by agreement of

both parties for July 18, 2012.  Immediately prior to the July 18, 2012,

prehearing conference, respondents retained the services of its current

attorney who advised that the proper owner of the business was Barkat Ali

Ghesani, the owner/incorporated of the named LLC, while asserting that the

previously named owners were owners of real estate and  property managers

and should be dismissed as party/respondents.  Respondents attorney further

advised that while the employer was uninsured at the time of the claimant’s

alleged injury, Westport Insurance Company has agreed to defend the claim

under an errors and omissions policy.  During the second prehearing
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conference, both parties agreed that discovery was incomplete and a hearing

premature.  By agreement of both parties, the claim was returned to the

Commission’s general files.  Next, claimant’s former attorney filed a Motion to

Withdraw as attorney of record.  On August 14, 2012, the Full Commission

filed an Order granting the Motion.  Next, respondents’ attorney filed a Motion

to Dismiss the claim for want of prosecution.  The Motion was filed on

December 10, 2012.  The claim was reassigned to the Adjudication Division

to consider the Motion.  The claimant filed a timely objection to the Motion.

Accordingly, an Order was filed on January 4, 2013, denying the Motion to

Dismiss the claim and sending Prehearing Questionnaires to both parties.

The claimant then retained the services of her current attorney.  Additional

pleadings were then submitted by both parties.  Ultimately, a third and final

prehearing conference was conducted on April 3, 2013, as will be reflected

further below.  A copy of the April 3, 2013, Prehearing Order was introduced,

without objection, at the within hearing as “Commission’s Exhibit 1.”  The

documents identified above have been blue-backed and made a part of the

record are set out below:

1) Return Receipt of the first scheduled prehearing
conference signed by “SAM” (last name unknown)
delivered on June 13, 2012, reflecting notice of the June
27, 2012, prehearing conference.
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2) A copy of the initial Prehearing Order filed June 27, 2012.

3) A copy of the second Prehearing Order filed July 18, 2012.

4) A copy of an August 14, 2012, Full Commission Order
granting the Motion of claimant’s first attorney to withdraw
as counsel.

5) Respondents’ Motion to Dismiss and request for a hearing
on the Motion to Dismiss filed December 10, 2012.

6) Order filed January 4, 2013, denying respondents’ Motion
to Dismiss the claim.

As noted above, a final prehearing conference was conducted on April

3, 2013.  A hearing was scheduled and conducted on May 13, 2013.  At the

May 13, 2013, hearing, the parties announced that the stipulations, issues, as

well as their respective contentions were correctly set out in the April 3, 2013,

Prehearing Order subject to an additional stipulation concerning the claimant’s

average weekly wage on August 21, 2011.

It was stipulated that the employee/employer relationship existed at all

relevant times, including August 21, 2011; and that the claim had been

controverted in its entirety.   At the hearing, it was agreed that the claimant’s

average weekly wage was $334.91, which would entitle her to compensation

rates of $223.00 per week for temporary total disability and $167.00 per week

for permanent partial disability in the event the claim was found compensable.

By agreement of the parties, the primary issue presented for
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determination concerned compensability.  If overcome, claimant’s entitlement

to associated benefits must be addressed.

Claimant contended, in summary, that she sustained a compensable

right shoulder injury as the result of a specific work incident on August 21,

2011; that respondents should be held responsible for all outstanding medical

and related treatment, together with continued, reasonably necessary medical

treatment, including, but not limited to surgical intervention for the shoulder

injury; that she was entitled to temporary total disability benefits for the period

beginning August 22, 2011, and continuing through the present, maintaining

that her healing period had not ended; and that a controverted attorney’s fee

should attach to any benefits awarded.  The claimant reserved the issue of

permanent disability, if applicable.

The respondents contended that the claimant cannot prove that she

sustained an injury arising out of and during the course of her employment with

the employer herein.  Respondents maintained that the claimant’s physical

problems and complaints, if any, were due to her pre-existing condition.

In addition to the claimant, her husband, Tommy Herring, was called as

a corroborating witness.  Carrie Earnest and Jessica Higgins were called as

witnesses for the respondents.   The record in this claim is composed of the

transcript  of  the May 13, 2013, hearing consisting of two (2) volumes,
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“Volume 1" containing the testimony and “Volume 2" containing various

exhibits and documentary evidence including  a 352 page joint medical  exhibit,

together  with  the blue-backed portion of the record set out above.

This is an extremely difficult claim.  As previously noted, the claim has

a lengthy and tortured procedural history.  The adjudication process has been

delayed, in part, primarily because the employer did not have a policy of

workers’ compensation insurance at the time of the alleged injury which

resulted in the employer’s failure to timely report the claim to the Commission

due to the lack of insurance coverage.  In addition, the employer failed and/or

refused to respond to direct communications from this Commission.  The

employer failed to provide the claimant with prompt medical treating as

required by law which required the claimant to seek medical treatment on her

own and resulted in poor development of the medical evidence.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports,

documents and other matters properly before the Commission, and having had

an opportunity to hear the testimony of the witnesses and to observe their

demeanor, the following findings of fact and conclusions of law are made in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over
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this claim.

2. The stipulations agreed to by the parties are hereby accepted as fact.

3. The claimant has proven, by a preponderance of the evidence, that she

sustained an injury arising out of and in the course of her employment

with Sagar USA, as the result of a specific incident identifiable in time

and place of occurrence on August 21, 2011, which caused internal

physical harm to her right shoulder requiring medical services and which

has been confirmed by medical evidence supported by objective

findings, entitling her to appropriate workers’ compensation benefits.

4. Respondents are responsible for all outstanding medical and related

treatment for the claimant’s right shoulder only beginning August 21,

2011, and remain responsible for continued reasonably necessary

medical treatment, including, but not limited to further evaluation by an

orthopedic surgeon to determine the exact nature and extent of injury,

as well as appropriate treatment, including, but not limited to surgical

intervention, if necessary.

5. The claimant has failed to prove that she is entitled to temporary total

disability benefits, to date.

6. Claimant’s entitlement to future indemnity benefits is, by necessity,

reserved pending a further development of the medical evidence.
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DISCUSSION

First, it must be noted that I did not find the claimant to be a particularly

credible witness.  As will be set out further below, the record reflects that the

claimant had a number of pre-existing physical problems, multiple injuries, prior

workers’ compensation claims, as well as other claims which reflect a long and

complicated medical history and medical treatment over a number of years.

In fact, the record reflects that prior to the immediate claim, the claimant was

being treated by her family physician for a number of physical problems and

was taking twenty-three (23) medications, all of which appeared to be

prescription medications.  I found it somewhat astonishing that the claimant

was allowed to drive and work given the number of prior injuries and the

various medications that she was taking which included pain medications.  In

addition, some of the claimant’s responses to various questions appeared to

be evasive.  She exhibited an extremely poor memory which may be

understandable given the number of prescription medications that she was

taking.   Nevertheless, the claimant’s testimony concerning her prompt

reporting of a work-related accident to the store manager, Sam (last name

unknown), is undisputed.  The mysterious manager for the employer knew

about this claim as reflected by the testimony in addition to his signed

acknowledgment which scheduled a prehearing conference which he failed
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and/or refused to appear after receiving written notice of the conference.  In my

opinion, the claimant has proven that she sustained a right shoulder injury as

the result of a work incident on August 21, 2011.  I feel compelled to point out

that when the claimant initially filed a claim for benefits, she identified injuries

to her right shoulder, neck, and back which she attributed to the August 21,

2011, incident.  The medical evidence reflects that the claimant had sustained

prior injuries to each of these body parts.  There is no medical evidence

supported by objective findings to indicate any new injuries to the claimant’s

neck and back.  However, there is medical evidence supported by objective

findings showing a new injury to the claimant’s right shoulder.  In fact, the

claimant’s current attorney amended the claim to only request benefits for a

right shoulder injury which the claimant has proven.  Accordingly, I find that the

respondents are responsible for outstanding medical treatment, together with

continued reasonably necessary medical treatment, including diagnostic

testing and evaluation by an orthopedic surgeon to determine the exact nature

and extent of the right shoulder injury.  However, I feel compelled to further

point out that none of the medical providers, to date, including the claimant’s

primary care physician, have opined that the claimant is totally disabled from

engaging in any gainful employment.  In my opinion, the claimant is capable

of performing various work activities including the activities that she was
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performing at the time of her injury as a cashier and deli worker, so long as she

avoids overhead work and heavy lifting using her right arm.  I must respectfully

conclude that if the claimant was physically able to work before August 21,

2011, she remains physically able to work until declared totally disabled by a

competent physician.

The claimant, Dovie Sue Herring, testified in her own behalf.  The

claimant is forty-eight (48) years old.  On or about July 1, 2011, the claimant

was hired to work as a cashier and cook for Huckaby’s Country Store in

Benton, Arkansas.  At the time she was hired, the business was owned by

Cathy and Don Huckaby.  Mr. and Mrs. Huckaby were also the claimant’s

supervisors at the time of her hire.  Soon after she began working at the store,

the business was purchased by some foreign investors but continued to

operate under the former owners’ name.  The new owners apparently took

over the business on or about August 15, 2011.  The claimant testified that

after the purchase of the business, the store manager and her immediate

supervisor was simply known as “Sam.”  It is unclear whether Sam was one of

the owners of the business; however, it appears that his ethnic background

was the same as the purchasers of the business.  It further appears that the

purchasers of the business either failed to obtain a policy of workers’

compensation insurance after the purchase or the insurance agent failed to
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secure a proper workers’ compensation policy.  In any event, none of the

employees that testified at the hearing knew Sam’s last name.  At the time of

the within hearing, Sam was no longer the general manager of the business.

Sam was the general manager, claimant’s immediate supervisor, and the

person who signed the return receipt scheduling the first prehearing

conference in this claim.

The record reflects that the claimant worked at Huckaby’s Country Store

from on or about July 1, 2011, until following a work-related incident on August

21, 2011.  The claimant’s description of the accident, the reporting of the

accident, as well as her course of conduct and initial medical treatment is set

out below:

Q     On August the 21st, 2011, do you claim that you were injured on that
date?

A     Yes, sir.

Q     Tell the Judge about how you got hurt?

A     I was taking out the trash and I went to throw it in the dumpster.  The
dumpster was full and I had to swing it like three or four times to get it up on
the top of the dumpster, and then the second bag I did the same thing, and I
was standing on a railroad tie, and when I did, it slung me off of it into the
dumpster.

Q     Tell the Judge – well, did you have pain?

A     Yes.
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Q     Where did you have pain?

A     In my shoulder underneath my arm and right through here in the back of
my shoulder.

Q     For the record, which shoulder?

A     Right shoulder, I’m sorry.

JUDGE GREENBAUM:     Ma’am, you’ll have to describe where “right
here” is because the record won’t indicate that, but you’re talking –

THE CLAIMANT:     Underneath my armpit and right around where your
arm connects and then my shoulder blade back here.

BY MR. ALEXANDER:

Q     On the right shoulder?

A     On the right shoulder, yes.

Q     Did it hurt?

A     Very bad.

Q     Did you report that to anyone?

A     Immediately.  I reported it to Sam.

Q     About what time of day did this occur?

A     I want to say between 4:00 and 5:00.  I’m not exact for sure what time.

Q     Was there anybody out there with you at the time of this accident?

A     No.

Q     Was the representative who is here today, Ms. Earnest, was she working
that day?
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A     I don’t remember if she – she may have worked earlier that shift.

Q     Well, let me ask you this.  Was she still there when this accident
occurred?

A     No.

Q     Who was there in a supervisor position at that point?

A     Sam.

Q     Anybody else as far as supervisor?

A     No.

Q     But did anybody witness this accident?

A     No, just the cameras.

Q     After it occurred, you reported it to who?

A     Sam.

Q     What did Sam say to you?

A     He didn’t have anybody to cover my shift and I had to finish my shift, and
then – that’s what I did.

Q     So did you continue to work?

A     Yeah, he said that he didn’t have anybody to cover my shift and I’d have
to finish working.

Q     Were you in pain?

A     Yes, I was in pain.

Q     Tell me what happened then after you reported it and he told you to keep
working, what happened then?
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A     Well, he left and then I finished my shift, and I emptied the mop bucket
and I was hurting so bad I had to sit down.  I was crying outside and he pulled
up and asked again what was wrong, and I said, “Sam, remember I told you
I hurt my shoulder,” and he said to go home and get some rest.

Q     Did you leave at that point?

A     Yes, I clocked out and went.

Q     When you left, how did you get home?

A     I drove.

Q     Okay.  Did you have difficulty driving home?

A     Yes.

Q     And could you describe that for the Judge?

A     I had to drive pretty slow with my – because I just used my left arm, and
then when I got home, I had my husband rub Biofreeze and I tried to sleep on
the heating pad.  I was up and down most of the night, and when I got up the
next morning, I couldn’t hardly even move my arm.

Q     Well, tell me, did you sleep well that night?

A     No.

Q     You mentioned something about something on your – your husband doing
something with your shoulder.  What did he do?

A     He rubbed Biofreeze on it.

Q     Biofreeze.  All right.  So the next day, what happened the next day?

A     When I got up, I couldn’t even hardly move my arm, and I was going to
call Sam to let him know that I had to go – I was going to try to get in to the
doctor or go to the hospital that morning, and then Carrie called and wanted
to ask me if Sam told me that I had to work that day, and I told her no, that he
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didn’t tell me, and I told her, I said, “Didn’t Sam tell you that I got hurt last
night”?

Q     What did she say then?

A     She said no, that he didn’t tell her.

Q     What did you do then?

A     I talked to Sam, and then I called the doctor to see if I could get in, and
then I called back to let him know what time.

Q     What time, time for what?

A     It was 1:00 or 2:00 o’clock that day.  I think it was 1:00 o’clock, my
appointment was.

Q     Okay.  And who did you go see that afternoon?

A     Dr. Quade.

Q     And what did – don’t tell me what Dr. Quade said, but tell me what did Dr.
Quade do for you, if anything?

A     She give [sic] me a shot in my shoulder and sent me for x-rays.

Q     Okay.  And just for the record, when you say “my shoulder,” is it the right
shoulder?

A     My right shoulder.

Q     At any time since August 21 of 2011 have you had any treatment to your
left shoulder?

A     No.

Q     So if you use the phrase “shoulder,” then we can agree that we’re talking
about your right shoulder?
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A     Correct.

Q     All right.  So then Dr. Quade gave you a shot?

A     Yes.

Q     And did Dr. Quade give you any kind of note or something –

A     Yes.

Q     – to take to your employer?

A     Yes, she did.  And then I took it to Sam and told him what the doctor told
me.

Q     And what did Sam say to you at that point?

A     He was wanting to know when I could come back to work, and I told him
as soon as I got this taken care of and the doctor would let me, I would come
back to work.

Q     So take me from then up for the next several weeks as far as you were
going to doctors, talking to Sam.  Kind of go through that.

A     Okay.  I went back to Dr. Quade and got another shot, and I took him the
note from – 

JUDGE GREENBAUM:     Would you – since I’ve introduced all those
medicals, how do you spell the doctor you’re talking about, the first
doctor?

MR. ALEXANDER:     Q-U-A-D-E.

JUDGE GREENBAUM:     Okay, thank you.

BY MR. ALEXANDER:

Q     And Dr. Quade is a lady doctor?
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A     Yes, sir.

Q     And she’s located where?

A     On Military.

Q     In Benton?

A     Benton.

Q     So the Judge will know, okay.  So did you continue to follow up with Dr.
Quade for a while?

A     Yes, until I followed up with Dr. Walker.

Q     Now, other than getting shots, did Dr. Quade send you for any diagnostic
studies, like x-rays, MRIs or things like that?

A     A x-ray that day that I seen her on the 22nd.

Q     The first day?

A     First day, yes.

Q     What about after that, any MRIs or anything like that?

A     No.

Q     Now at some point were you contacting Sam or your employer to tell them
what’s going on?

A     Yes.  I took him all the excuses, and I called and everything to let him
know what was going on.

Q     Were you ever contacted by anyone with Sagar or a workers’
compensation insurance company for Sagar as far as telling you what doctors
to go to or anything of that nature?

A     No, sir.  I’ve never been contacted by anybody.
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Q     How were you paying for your medical bills?

A     Out of our pocket.

Q     To this day have any of your – up until the present day, here we are in
2013, have any of your bills for seeing Dr. Quade or any other doctor for your
right shoulder been paid?

A     No.

Q     Other than by yourself.

A     By myself.

Q     Other than by yourself?

A     Other than by myself.

Q     Has Sagar or any insurance company paid?

A     No.  Well, I don’t know if my insurance has paid on anything or not.

Q     Your group health insurance?

A     My group health insurance.

Q     And as I understand, your group health insurance is through your
husband’s employer?

A     Correct.  (Tr.16-23)

The claimant was initially examined and treated by Dr. Deborah Quade,

a general practitioner in Benton, Arkansas, on August 22, 2011.  Dr. Quade’s

patient history varied slightly from the claimant’s description, but did reflect

injury to the right shoulder as the result of throwing a heavy bag of trash on the
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top of the dumpster the previous night.  Dr. Quade took some standard x-rays

which were normal while recommending a MRI of the right shoulder, as well as

an orthopedic consult.  Dr. Quade prescribed various medications, including

Toradol and Lorcet.  She also noted some of the claimant’s current

medications which included Lorcet; however, the medications identified were

clearly not a complete list of all of the medications that the claimant was taking

at the time of the alleged incident.  The claimant continued to see Dr. Quade

for various follow-ups on August 23, August 25, and August 29 and was

provided with off-work slips.  (Jt. Ex. A, pp.202-204)(Cl. Ex. C1-C3)

The claimant was next examined and treated by Dr. Randy D. Walker

in DeQueen, Arkansas, on September 9, 2011.  Dr. Walker has been the

claimant’s primary care physician beginning April 14, 2009.  The record reflects

that Dr. Walker has treated the claimant for a wide variety of physical

problems, including chronic, pre-existing physical problems beginning on April

14, 2009.  The medical records reflect that the claimant visited Dr. Walker at

least monthly for a variety of ailments beginning in April, 2009, and continuing

after August, 2011.  At the time of the claimant’s August 9, 2011, visit, her chief

complaint involved the right shoulder as reflected below:

Chief Complaint: work injury on 8/21 went Dr. Quade on 8/22 he
[sic] did xrays and thinks she tore her rotator cuff.  she is in alot
of pain. her work is holding her check and has not filed a accident
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report she is working with a lawyer.  received a shot of tordal [sic]
on 8/22, 8/25.  it did bother her stomach.
also needs her routine pain medications............hm (Jt. Ex.A,
p.205)

The record reflects that at the time of the September 9, 2011, visit, the

claimant was already taking nineteen (19) medications prescribed by Dr.

Walker which was actually a reduced number of medications from prior visits.

Dr. Walker’s report also identified the claimant’s pre-existing conditions as

follows:

DIAGNOSES:     herniated cervical disk; herniated lumbar disk;
sciatica; fatigue; ovarian failure; hypertension; breast mass;
vitamin d deficiency; migraine classic; fatigue; chest paid
precordial; adhd; gastric ulcer; hemorrhoids; migraine; anxiety,
muscle spasms; degenerative disk disease; fibromyalgia;
hypoglycemic.  (Jt. Ex. A, p.206)

It must be pointed out that the aforementioned diagnoses contained in Dr.

Walker’s September 9, 2011, report are the identical diagnoses made in the

claimant’s previous office visit on August 11, 2011.  However, under the

claimant’s assessment, Dr. Walker, for the first time, noted possible rotator cuff

tear.  Nevertheless, the claimant remained on the same prescription

medications.  Dr. Walker did discuss with the claimant the effects of the

various medications that she was taking, advising her that they could cause

drowsiness, lapses in judgment, and sleepiness, and that she should not drive,

operate machinery or put herself in situations of responsibility while taking
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these various medications.  (Jt. Ex. A, pp.205-212)

Again, both Dr. Quade and Dr. Walker recommended a MRI in order to

properly diagnose the claimant’s right shoulder complaints.  Eventually, the

claimant underwent a diagnostic MRI on October 19, 2011, which was

apparently paid by her husband’s health insurance provider.  The MRI was

performed at the St. Josephs Mercy Health Center in Hot Springs, Arkansas,

on October 19, 2011.  The impression of the MRI follows:

IMPRESSION:

1.     Very small, high grade, partial articular surface tear of

the anterior fibers of the supraspinatus at its foot plate.

2.     Pronounced chondromalacia of the glenohumeral joint.

There is a large full thickness cartilage defect involving the

central aspect of the glenoid.

3.     There is a smaller full thickness cartilage defect

involving the central aspect of the humeral head superiorly.

4.     1 cm filling defect on the dependent aspect of the

glenohumeral joint is suspicious for a loose body within the

joint.  The donor site is not for certain, but may be the full

thickness cartilage defect in the central aspect of the

glenoid.

5.     Nondisplaced posterior-superior labral tear.  (Jt. Ex. A,
pp.227-228)

Although the claimant continues to receive as needed treatment by Dr.

Walker for all of her pre-existing problems, she has not received any follow-up

medical care for her right shoulder.  The claimant specifically requests that the

Commission allow her to see an orthopedic surgeon to determine whether her
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right shoulder can be repaired.

On cross-examination, the claimant acknowledged that she had

sustained a prior right shoulder injury in 2003, at which time she was seen by

orthopedic surgeons, Dr. Bowen and Dr. Collins.  She maintained that following

her release, she did not have any significant additional problems with the right

shoulder until the August 21, 2011, work-related accident.  The claimant’s

memory of the prior injury was extremely vague.  (Tr.25-27)

On cross-examination, the claimant acknowledged that she sustained

a prior right shoulder injury on March 19, 2003, which caused her to miss

twenty-two (22) weeks of work before being released by various doctors

including Dr. Rogers, Dr. Bowen, and Dr. Collins.  On further cross-

examination, the claimant acknowledged having had a number of workers’

compensation claims throughout the years, including a back injury in 1984, a

back claim in 1986, as well as wrist injury in 1998 before sustaining a right

shoulder injury on March 19, 2003.  The claimant maintained that she did not

have any recall of the prior claims.  Given the various medications that the

claimant has been taking, it is unclear whether the claimant’s loss of memory

was due to medication effects rather than credibility issues.  Suffice it to say

that much of her testimony was of little probative value.  However, the claimant

candidly acknowledged that she had a number of pre-existing physical
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problems.  In fact, the claimant applied for social security disability in 2009 for

a variety of physical ailments documented by Dr. Walker above.  In addition to

the claimant’s cervical spine and lumbar spine injuries, the claimant has also

been diagnosed with fibromyalgia, arthritis, including problems with her hands

and has substantial physical restrictions which pre-date the August 21, 2011,

incident.  (Tr.28-32)

Respondents’ attorney did an excellent job on cross-examination

challenging the claimant’s credibility.  As previously observed, I did not find the

claimant  to  be  a  particularly  credible  witness.  In fact, as pointed out on

cross-examination, the claimant is fully capable of performing substantial

activities.  However, despite the claimant’s lack of credibility, most of her

testimony on cross-examination addressed the claimant’s entitlement to

temporary total disability rather than the claimed injury which, in my opinion,

turns more on the medical findings.  Further, as reflected by the findings of

fact, I do not find the claimant entitled to temporary total disability for reasons

set out further below.  I recognize, and respondents’ attorney also pointed out

on cross-examination, that the claimant complained about increased right

shoulder pain in December, 2011, which respondents attempted to attribute to

an independent intervening event when the claimant tripped in her garage at

home.  However, the MRI reflecting a shoulder tear was performed two (2)
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months previous to any alleged fall.  The claimant acknowledged having

substantial difficulties with her upper extremities related to her pre-existing

cervical problems.  In fact, Dr. Walker had also recommended an MRI of the

claimant’s neck before the immediate claim.  (Tr.47-49)

Tommy Herring, the claimant’s husband, was called as a corroborating

witness.  The claimant and Mr. Herring have been married since September,

2003.  Mr. Herring testified that following the claimant’s injury on August 21,

2011, he went to the employer’s store and personally met with the manager,

Sam, to discuss the fact that his wife had been injured and that no claim had

been filed.  Mr. Herring indicated that Sam did not appear to have any concept

concerning the procedures to follow for a workers’ compensation claim.  Mr.

Herring did indicate that Sam acknowledged receiving off-work slips from the

initial treating physician but did not help in securing medical treatment for the

claimant, at which time he contacted his group health insurance provider to set

up the MRI recommended by Drs. Quade and W alker.  Mr. Herring stated that

following various unsuccessful attempts, the claimant contacted an attorney in

an effort to obtain benefits which resulted in the protracted procedural history

previously described.  (Tr.59-64)

Carrie Earnest was called as a witness by the respondent.  Ms. Earnest

worked as the deli manager for Huckaby’s Country Store both before and after
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the business was purchased in July, 2011, by the current owners, Sagar USA.

Ms. Earnest remained an employee of the respondent at the time of the within

hearing.  Her testimony was of little value to the issues presented for

determination.  Ms. Earnest did assert that the claimant advised her that she

had sustained prior injuries and that she observed the claimant taking

medications while at work which the claimant indicated was for pain.  Ms.

Earnest described the claimant as always being “real shaky.”  However, it is

undisputed that the claimant worked for Huckaby’s Country Store for more than

a month prior to its purchase by the current owners and continued working until

August 21, 2011, at which time she reported a work-related injury.  Ms. Earnest

stated that she first learned about the injury on August 22, 2011, when the

claimant called to advise that she was going to the doctor and would not be

coming to work.  The claimant sounded surprised that Sam had not told her

about the alleged injury.  The witness did acknowledge that another employee,

Tony Ortega, who normally performs janitorial duties reportedly told her about

the incident the prior evening.  (Tr.80)

On cross-examination, Ms. Earnest testified that she worked from 4:30

a.m. until 12:30 p.m. and was, therefore, not at the store during the time of the

claimant’s alleged injury.  Ms. Earnest acknowledged that Sam would be the

only manager during the shift that the claimant reported her injury.
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Jessica Higgins was also called as a witness by respondents.  Ms.

Higgins testified that she observed the claimant at the employer’s business

shortly after the accident wearing her arm in a sling, and shortly thereafter in

public without the sling.  Ms. Higgins’ testimony addresses the nature and

extent of the claimant’s injury which has been reserved, rather than address

the issue of compensability.

ADJUDICATION

For the claimant to establish a compensable injury as a result of a specific

incident which is identifiable by time and place of occurrence, the following

requirements of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i)(Repl. 2002), must be established:

(1) proof, by a preponderance of the evidence, of an injury arising out of and in the

course of employment; (2) proof, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the injury

caused internal or external physical harm to the body which required medical

services or resulted in disability or death; (3) medical evidence supported by

objective findings, as defined in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4)(D), establishing the

injury; and (4) proof, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the injury was caused

by a specific incident and is identifiable by time and place of occurrence. Mikel v.

Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126, 938 S.W.2d 876 (1997).

The workers’ compensation statutes provide that “[a] compensable injury must

be established by medical evidence supported by objective findings....” Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D) (Supp. 2007). “Objective findings” are defined as “those
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findings which  cannot  come  under  the voluntary control of the patient.” Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-102 (16)(A)(i) (Supp. 2007). While objective medical evidence is

necessary to establish the existence and extent of an injury, it is not essential to

establish the causal relationship between the injury and the work-related accident.

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. VanWagner, 337 Ark. 443, 990 S.W.2d 522, 524 (1999);

Horticare Landscape Management v. McDonald, 80 Ark. App. 45, 89 S.W.3d 375

(2002). 

A  claimant  is not required to establish the causal connection between a

work-related incident and an injury by either expert medical opinion or objective

medical evidence.  See, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Van Wagner, 337 Ark. 443, 990

S.W.2d 522 (1999).  In fact, the Arkansas Courts have long recognized that a causal

relationship may be established between an employment-related incident and a

subsequent physical injury based on evidence that the injury manifested itself within

a reasonable period of time following the incident so that the injury is logically

attributable to the incident, where there is no other explanation for the injury.  Hall

v. Pittman Construction Co., 234 Ark. 104, 357 S.W.2d 263 (1962).   However, if the

disability does not manifest itself until months after the accident, so that reasonable

men might disagree about the existence of a causal connection between the

accident and disability, the issue becomes a question of fact for the Commission’s

determination.  Kivett v. Redmond Co., 234 Ark. 855, 355 S.W.2d 172 (1962).  See

also, Wentz v. Servicemaster, 75 Ark. App. 296, 57 S.W.3d 753 (2001). 
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In my opinion, the claimant has satisfied each and every element

necessary to prove that she sustained a compensable right shoulder injury as

the result of a work-related incident on August 21, 2011.  Accordingly,

compensability having been determined, the remaining issues concern

claimant’s entitlement to medical treatment, as well as temporary total disability

benefits.

MEDICAL TREATMENT

The Workers’ Compensation Act requires employers to provide such medical

services as may be reasonably necessary in connection with an employee’s injury.

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508; American Greeting Corp. v. Garey, 61 Ark. App. 18, 963

S.W.2d 613 (1998).  What constitutes reasonably necessary medical treatment

under Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508 is a question of fact for the Commission.  Gansky

v. Hi-Tech Engineering, 325 Ark. 163, 924 S.W.2d 790 (1996); Geo Specialty Chem.,

Inc. v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13 S.W.3d 218 (2000).  Medical treatment which

is required to stabilize and maintain an injured worker’s status remains the

responsibility of the employer.  Artex Hydrophonics, Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200,

649 S.W.2d 845 (1983).

The claimant has proven, by a preponderance of the evidence, that she

is entitled to additional treatment including, but not limited to further evaluations

by an orthopedic surgeon to address the exact nature and extent of claimant’s
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shoulder injury, as well as to prescribe a course of appropriate medical

treatment, which may include, but be limited to, surgical intervention.  Any

decision concerning surgical intervention is clearly premature.  In my opinion,

the claimant should be evaluated by an orthopedic specialist to determine the

appropriate course of treatment, if any.  The claimant’s efforts at obtaining

appropriate medical treatment have been frustrated by the employer’s lack of

insurance, as well as the employer’s lack of cooperation in providing

reasonably necessary medical treatment.

TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY

Temporary total disability is that period within the healing period in which an

employee suffers a total incapacity to earn wages.  Arkansas State Highway and

Transportation Department v. Breshears, 272 Ark. App. 244, 613 S.W.2d 392 (1981);

Johnson v. Rapid Die & Molding, 46 Ark. App. 244, 878 S.W.2d 790 (1984).

"Disability" means incapacity because of injury to earn, in the same or any

other employment, the wages which the employee was receiving at the time of the

injury.  The Commission may consider the claimant's physical capabilities and

evaluate her ability to engage in any gainful employment.  The claimant bears the

burden of proving both that she remains within her healing period and, in addition,

suffers a total incapacity to earn pre-injury wages in the same or other employment.

see, Palazolo v.Nelms Chevrolet, 46 Ark. App. 130, 877 S.W.2d 938 (1994).
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The claimant has failed to prove that she is totally disabled within the

meaning of the Arkansas workers’ compensation laws.  I find that the claimant,

while significantly impaired, is not totally disabled as alleged.  The claimant’s

testimony that she is totally disabled is merely her conclusion and is not

supported by the record as a whole.  In view of the foregoing, I hereby make

the following:

AWARD

Respondent, Sagar, USA, LLC, and/or Westport Insurance Company is

hereby directed and ordered to pay all outstanding medical and related

expenses as the result of claimant’s August 21, 2011, right shoulder injury.

Respondents remain responsible for continued, reasonably necessary medical

treatment, including, but not limited to further evaluations by an orthopedic

specialist.

By necessity, all additional issues are specifically reserved.

Because no disability benefits have been awarded, to date, controverted

attorney’s fees are not appropriate pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                                    

DAVID GREENBAUM                                 
Chief Administrative Law Judge                 


